CLIMATE TESTING

B EH AV I O R O F ANCH O RI NG S YS TEM

VapéRail run climate testing in tis laboratory
to assess the behavior of anchoring systems in
concrete.
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Concrete cylinders manufacturing:
Concrete set-up, cylinders molding,
drying for 28 days
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Cylinders under tensile stress:
Belleville washers calibration, tensile
stenght set at 30KN
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Climate testing:
Test cycles from -20°C to +60°C for 7 days
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Cracking assessment
Dye penetrant inspection with acetone and
camera control

PLASTIRAIL® SOLUTIONS

F O R CO NCRE TE S L EEPERS AND SLAB

PLASTIRAIL® DOWEL
The dowel comes with a metallic shell for concrete sleepers and slabs.
It is compatible with all type of fasteners.
Plastirail dowel brings together all features for concrete anchor.
The range covers Ø 22 to Ø 25. It covers all type of fastenings in reinforced concrete, prestressed
reinforced concrete, slabs.
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Its design enhance mechanical performance
High pullout resistance
High fatigue and creep resistance
Excellent stress repartition in the concrete
Optimum electrical resistance
High resistance on severe climate conditions

ANCHOR NV PLASTIRAIL®
Isolated anchor , built out of an overmolded PA 6-6 goujon-tirefond ﬁtted with a metallic shell. Its design
allows high thiqhtening forces resistance, creep and fatigue resistance. Suitable for concrete sleepers or slab.
Suitable for all fastening type
Easy repair without core drilling
+ Same concrete sleeper manufacturing process (same as dowel)
+ Salt test resistance greater than 1000hrs
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VAPÉRAIL INNOVATION
VapéRail metallic shell
The metallic shell allows for:
- Thermal dilatation oﬀset
- Overstress oﬀset
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PlastiRail® is a trademark, VapéRail products are patented

VAPERAIL is a pure player of the Railway Infratructure. We bundle visionary
responsivness of a start-up and strong know-how of an indutrial company.
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